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		Visit Tenstreet  

		
		Stay Metrics has been acquired by Tenstreet, providing the trucking industry with recruiting and retention experts under one virtual roof. Visit Tenstreet.com to learn more about our products and services.
 


		
		Thank you for visiting!  
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			                        Tenstreet Acquires Stay Metrics to Lead the Market in Recruiting, Retention, Driver Data


                                    by Stay Metrics on November 10, 2020


                                    We’re excited to announce that Tenstreet and Stay Metrics are coming together to help clients grow stronger in the areas of recruiting and retention, so you can continue to maintain and grow your fleets, even when the industry gets tough. >>>Read more about the acquisition, including FAQs, on the Tenstreet blog.
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																		                                    “

                                        I’m really excited to be joining forces with the team at Stay Metrics. We both share a vision for better connecting carriers and drivers and are looking forward to bringing great solutions to the market.
                                        ”

                                    

									                                    

                                    Tim Crawford

                                    
                                      /  CEO

                                    
                                    
                                      /  Tenstreet

                                    
                                    


                                


                            




                            
                            

                                

                                    
		                                
																		                                    “

                                        Our team is energized by the possibilities. This transaction allows us to bring our suite of driver retention products to the broader market. Being on the Tenstreet platform will make it easier for drivers to engage with our surveys and rewards programs and will bring the market best in class recruiting and retention services.
                                        ”

                                    

									                                    

                                    Tim Hindes

                                    
                                      /  CEO

                                    
                                    
                                      /  Stay Metrics
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